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The complete regular doctoral study takes four years. In the first two years student passes 
through three specialized subjects chosen from 20 offered ones in the particular Ph.D. 
programme and through examination in English language. In the third year through the state 
doctoral examination should be executed. The student works on his/her doctoral thesis during 
the whole study and takes part in research activities at the training center. They should present 
and defend their dissertation thesis at the end of their studies. The study could be executed 
either in the Czech or in English language. Those, studying in the Czech language are asked 
to communicate in Czech.  Students, studying in the English language pay tuition.  

The doctoral study at  FEEI are realized in either of the two following forms: 

• full – time  study  – the student should  attend the department regularly according 
to the particular agreement with the department chair. Also participation on 
teaching at the extent of 4 hours per week minimally is required.    

• part-time  study – the student studies individually and attends only consultations 
with his/her supervisor and with professors and cooperates on research with 
his/her colleagues.     

The typical admission procedure schedule:  

• New dissertation topics announcement:  April 
• Application deadline:  May 
• Entrance interview: June 
• Admission statement: July   

 



 

INFORMATIONS FOR ACCEPTED PhD STUDENTS 
 

Only the full-time students studying in the Czech language will obtain regular 
scholarship of the Czech Ministry of Education and Youth for the time of regular doctoral 
study i.e. for 4 years at maximum. The scholarship amount depends on students grade and 
study results according to the special faculty regulations.       

The PhD. student is assigned to the particular Training Centre (one of the Departments of 
the FEEI). Since then he is subordinated to the Departmen Chair in the case of work 
attendance, research activities (in accordance with the supervisor), teaching and further 
operations, related to the Department activities.  

All the doctoral study follows the “PhD. Student Individual Programme”, prepared by the 
student’s supervisor and signed by the supervisor and the student and authorized by the dean 
of the FEEI.  

The study duties performance according to the Individual Programme is assessed yearly 
by the Doctoral Study Board on the bases of an Annual Report prepared by the student and his 
supervisor at the end of each academic year. In the case of unsatisfactory student results the 
Dean may stop the student’s work at the FEEI  and  expel the student from the doctoral study 
on the Doctoral Study Board  recommendation.           
 
The PhD. student main duties at the FEEI: 

- To study the  selected subjects according to his/her Individual Programme and pass the 

required examinations  

- To work on research in the Training Centre under the department chair instructions (in 

agreement with the student’s supervisor).  

- To publish regularly results of his research in the respected media 

- To work on his doctoral thesis under control of his supervisor 

 


